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Many-body effects on Landau-level spectra and cyclotron resonance in graphene
K. Shizuya
Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics
Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan
Recently Russell et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 047401 (2018)] have reported a clear signal of
many-particle contributions to cyclotron resonance in high-mobility hBN-encapsulated graphene,
observing significant variations of resonance energies as a function of the filling factor ν for a series
of interband channels. To elucidate their results, Coulombic contributions to the Landau-level
spectra and cyclotron resonance in graphene are examined with a possible band gap taken into
account and with emphasis on revealing electron-hole (eh) conjugation symmetry underlying such
level and resonance spectra. Theory, based on the single-mode approximation, gives a practically
good account of the experimental data; the data suggest a band gap of ∼ 10 meV and show a profile
that apparently reflects eh conjugation symmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene supports as charge carriers massless Dirac
fermions [1–3], whose spinor nature derives from the un-
derlying honey-comb lattice structure. In a magnetic
field, graphene reveals its “relativistic” character, lead-
ing to a particle-hole symmetric and unequally-spaced
tower of Landau levels, along with some characteris-
tic zero-energy levels. It gives rise to a variety of cy-
clotron resonance (CR) channels [4], both intraband and
interband. This is in sharp contrast to standard quan-
tum Hall systems (with quadratic energy dispersion), in
which CR takes place only between each adjacent pair of
evenly-spaced Landau levels, hence at a single frequency
ωc = eB/m
∗, which, according to Kohn’s theorem [5, 6],
is unaffected by electron-electron interactions. CR in
graphene and related Dirac-electron systems thus pro-
vides an ideal ground for exploring many-body effects.
Actually, graphene is an intrinsically many-body sys-
tem of electrons equipped with the valence band acting
as the Dirac sea. Quantum fluctuations of the Dirac sea
are generally sizable, leading to ultraviolet divergences,
and one has to go through renormalization properly to
extract observable many-body effects, such as velocity
renormalization [7], Coulombic corrections to CR [8–10],
and collective excitations [11].
Experiments have already explored, via infrared spec-
troscopy, some basic features of the Landau-level spectra
and associated CR in monolayer [12–14] and bilayer [15–
17] graphene. Coulombic corrections to CR escaped de-
tection in an early experiment [18], and were first ob-
served (in a sample of graphene on Si/SiO2) via the com-
parison of a certain set of intra- and interband transi-
tions [12]. The running of the Fermi velocity v under a
change in scale was also observed [19, 20].
Meanwhile high-mobility samples became available
such as suspended graphene and graphene on hexagonal
boron nitride (hBN). In particular, the graphene/hBN
device attracts attention for its flatness and a possible
opening of a band gap [21–23] due to a small lattice mis-
match and weak interlayer interaction.
Recently Russell et al. [24] have reported a direct sig-
nal of many-particle contributions to CR in high-mobility
hBN-encapsulated monolayer graphene. They observed
significant variations of resonance energies over a certain
range of filling factor ν under fixed magnetic field B.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the Coulom-
bic contributions to Landau-level and CR spectra in
graphene, with a possible band gap taken into account,
and to interpret the observed data of Ref. [24]. In a mag-
netic field a nonzero band gap requires careful handling
by renormalization with counterterms nonlinear in the
band gap, which fortunately are determined by referring
to the theory in free space. In our analysis, particular
attention is paid to the electron-hole (eh) conjugation
symmetry intrinsic to the basic effective Hamiltonian for
graphene. We clarify how it governs the Landau-level
and CR spectra and note that it is indeed well reflected in
the observed data. The theory, based on the single-mode
approximation (SMA) [25–28], gives a practically good
account of the experimental data: The zero-mode Lan-
dau levels (n = 0±) are particularly sensitive to the band
gap and a close look into the related data suggests a band
gap of ∼ 10 meV, while the strength of the Coulomb po-
tential is estimated from relative variations in resonance
energy for a series of interband channels.
In Secs. II and III we review the effective theory
of graphene in a magnetic field and some basic fea-
tures of Coulombic corrections. In Sec. IV we exam-
ine the detailed structure of the level and CR spectra
and reveal the underlying eh-conjugation symmetry. In
Sec. V we carry out renormalization and examine how the
Coulomb-corrected level and CR spectra change with the
filling of levels. In Secs. VI and VII we take a close look
into each specific behavior of leading sets of interband
CR channels and compare them with the observed data.
Section VIII is devoted to a summary and discussion.
II. GRAPHENE
The electrons in graphene are described by two-
component spinors on two inequivalent lattice sites. They
acquire a linear spectrum (with velocity v ∼ 106m/s)
2near the two inequivalent Fermi points (K,K ′) in mo-
mentum space, and are described by an effective Hamil-
tonian of the form [29]
H =
∫
dxdy {Ψ†+H+Ψ+ +Ψ†−H−Ψ−},
H± = v (Π1σ1 +Π2σ2)±M σ3, (1)
where Πi = pi + eAi [with i = (1, 2) or (x, y)] involve
coupling to potentials Ai and σ
i denote Pauli matrices.
The Hamiltonians H± describe electrons at two different
valleys a ∈ (K,K ′) per spin, and M stands for a possible
valley gap; we take M > 0, without loss of generality.
Let us place graphene in a uniform magnetic field Bz =
B > 0 by setting Ai = (−By, 0). The electron spectrum
then forms an infinite tower of Landau levels of energy
ǫn = sn ωc
√
|n|+ µ2 (2)
at each valley (with sn ≡ sgn[n] = ±1), labeled by inte-
gers n ∈ (0,±1,±2, . . .) and px, of which only the n = 0
levels split in valley (hence to be denoted as n = 0±),
ǫ0∓ = ∓M = ∓ωc µ for K/K ′. (3)
Here we have set, along with magnetic length ℓ ≡ 1/√eB,
ωc ≡
√
2 v/ℓ ≈ 36.3× v(106m/s)
√
B(T) meV, (4)
and µ ≡M/ωc. Thus, for each integer |n| ≡ N , there are
in general two modes with n = ±N (of positive/negative
energy) at each valley per spin, apart from the n = 0±
modes.
The eigenmodes of H+ at valley K are written as
φn =
(|N − 1〉 bn, |N〉 cn)t and N ≡ |n| (5)
[here only the orbital eigenmodes are shown using the
harmonic-oscillator basis {|N〉}], with (bn, cn) given by
(bn, cn) =
1√
2
(√
1 + µ/en,−sn
√
1− µ/en
)
,
(b0− , c0−) = (0, 1), (6)
where en = en(µ) ≡ ǫn/ωc = sn
√
N + µ2.
One can pass to another valley K ′ by simply setting
µ→ −µ in the K-valley expressions. Alternatively, note
the relation σ3H−σ3 = −H+, which implies that the
spectra and eigenmodes of valley K ′ are determined by
those of valley K,
φn|K
′
= σ3 φ−n|K ,
ǫn|K
′
= −ǫ−n|K , (bn, cn)|K
′
= (b−n,−c−n)|K . (7)
This represents the basic invariance of H under electron-
hole (eh) conjugation, i.e., forming another valley by in-
terchanging the electron and hole bands in a valley. One
can also define eh conjugation within each valley by re-
placing µ→ −µ,
(ǫn, bn, cn) = (−ǫ−n, b−n,−c−n)|µ→−µ, (8)
in obvious notation, with n = 0→ 0∓ in each valley.
The Landau-level structure is made explicit by pass-
ing to the |n, y0〉 basis (with y0 ≡ ℓ2px) and the field
ψn;aα (y0), where n refers to the Landau level, a ∈ (K,K ′)
to the valley and α ∈ (↓, ↑) to the spin. The Lagrangian
thereby reads
L =
∫
dy0
∑
n
∑
a,α
(ψn;aα )
†(i∂t − ǫan)ψn;aα (9)
and the charge density ρ−p =
∫
d2x eip·x ρ with ρ =
Ψ†+Ψ+ +Ψ
†
−Ψ− is written as [30]
ρ−p = γp
∞∑
m,n=−∞
∑
a,α
gmn;ap R
mn;aa
αα;−p,
Rmn;abαβ;−p ≡
∫
dy0 ψ
m;a
α
†(y0) eip·r ψ
n;b
β (y0), (10)
with γp = e
−ℓ2p2/4. Here, r = (iℓ2∂/∂y0, y0) stands for
the center coordinate with uncertainty [rx, ry] = iℓ
2. The
charge operators Rmn;abαβ;−p obey the W∞ algebra [26] that
reflects this uncertainty.
The coefficient matrix gmn;ap = g
mn
p |a at valley a is
given by
gmn;ap = b
a
m b
a
n f
|m|−1,|n|−1
p + c
a
m c
a
n f
|m|,|n|
p , (11)
where ban = bn|a, etc., and
fmnp =
√
n!/m! (iℓp/
√
2)m−n L(m−n)n (
1
2ℓ
2
p
2) (12)
for m ≥ n ≥ 0, and fnmp = (fmn−p )†; p = py+ i px; it is
understood that fmnp = 0 for m < 0 or n < 0. In view of
Eqs. (7) and (8), g−m,−n;ap are related to g
m,n;a
p with the
sign of µ reversed and hence to those of the other valley,
g−m,−n;ap = g
m,n;a
p |µ→−µ, gmn;K
′
p = g
−m,−n;K
p . (13)
Some explicit forms of gmn;ap are
g00p = 1, g
11
p = 1− (c1)2 12ℓ2p2,
g10p = ic1ℓ p/
√
2, g01p = ic1ℓ p
†/
√
2, (14)
with c1|K = −
√
1− µ/e1.
From now on we frequently suppress summations over
levels n, valleys a and spins α, with the convention that
the sum is taken over repeated indices. The one-body
Hamiltonian H is thereby written as
H = ǫanR
nn;aa
ββ;0 − µZ (σ3/2)αβRnn;aaαβ;0 . (15)
Here, for generality, the Zeeman term µZ ≡ g∗µBB is
introduced. Actually, spin splitting is relatively weak,
µZ ≈ 0.12B(T) meV. We therefore note its presence but
take no explicit account of it numerically.
The Coulomb interaction V = 12
∑
p
vp :ρ−p ρp : is
written as
V =
1
2
∑
p
vp γ
2
p g
jk;a
p g
mn;b
−p :R
jk;aa
αα;−pR
mn;bb
ββ;p :, (16)
3with the potential vp = 2πα/(ǫb|p|), α ≡ e2/(4πǫ0) and
the substrate dielectric constant ǫb;
∑
p
≡ ∫ d2p/(2π)2
and we set δp,0≡ (2π)2δ2(p). As usual, normal ordering
is defined as :RjkRmn : ∝ (ψm)†(ψj)†ψkψn.
III. COULOMBIC CORRECTIONS
In this section we study the Coulombic contributions to
Landau-level spectra and associated CR in graphene. Let
us suppose that a uniform ground state |Gr〉 is realized at
some filling factor ν in a magnetic field, with the charge
expectation values
〈Gr|Rmn;abαβ;p |Gr〉 = ρ¯ νa;αn δmnδabδαβ δp,0 (17)
for good (i.e., diagonal) quantum numbers (n, a, α),
where 0 ≤ νa;αn ≤ 1 stands for the filling fraction of the
(n, a, α) level and ρ¯ = 1/(2πℓ2).
The Coulomb direct interaction leads to a divergent
self-energy ∝ vp→0, which, as usual, is removed if one
takes into account a neutralizing positive background.
The exchange interaction gives rise to corrections to level
spectra ǫa;αn of the form
∆ǫa;αn = −
∑
p
vpγ
2
p
∑
m
νa;αm |gnm;ap |2, (18)
where the sum is taken over filled levels m. An exchange
interaction, in calculating Coulombic corrections, pre-
serves the spin and valley (α, a). Accordingly, from now
on we suppress them and mainly display the K-valley
expressions.
Let us next study CR, namely, optical interlevel tran-
sitions at zero momentum transfer, with the selection
rule [4] ∆|n| = ±1 for graphene, i.e., (i) intraband chan-
nels n ← n − 1 and −(n − 1) ← −n and (ii) inter-
band channels n ← −(n − 1) and (n − 1) ← −n for
n = 1, 2, 3, · · ·. Interband CR is specific to Dirac elec-
trons and takes place over a certain range of filling factor
ν. Consider now CR from level j to level n for each
(valley, spin)=(a, α) channel and denote the associated
excitation energy as
ǫn←jexc = ǫn − ǫj +∆ǫn,j . (19)
The mean-field treatment, such as the SMA, leads to
Coulombic corrections of the form [10, 25–28]
∆ǫn,j = ∆ǫn −∆ǫj − (νj − νn)
∑
p
vpγ
2
p g
nn
−p g
jj
p (20)
for each (valley, spin) channel; see Ref. [28] for a re-
fined formulation of SMA calculations and a deriva-
tion of Eq. (20). The corrections ∆ǫn,j thus consist
of self-energies (∆ǫn,∆ǫj) [in Eq. (18)] of the excited
electron and created hole and the Coulomb attraction
∝∑
p
vpγ
2
p g
nn
−p g
jj
p between them.
Actually Eq. (20) is an expression adequate for inte-
ger filling of the ground state. When the initial or fi-
nal level is only partially filled, ∆ǫn,j acquires an extra
contribution from nontrivial correlations within such a
level, as characterized, in the SMA [25, 26], by the static
structure factor sˆn(p) in the projected structure func-
tion 〈Gr|Rnn−pRnnp |Gr〉 = |〈Gr|Rnnp |Gr〉|2 + δ0,0ρ¯ νn sˆn(p)
(for fixed n); δ0,0 =
∫
d2x. In general, sˆn(p) → 0 for a
filled level. The Hartree-Fock approximation [25] yields
sˆn(p) = 1 − νn, and Eq. (20) is actually a Hartree-Fock
expression with this choice of sˆn(p). In what follows we
focus on the ground states of integer filling.
A remark is in order on a special feature of the 1← 0
resonance. The SMA leads to a correction of the form
∆ǫ1,0 = −
∑
p
vpγ
2
p
[ ∑
r≤−1
{|g1rp |2 − |g0rp |2}
+{1− sˆ0(p)} (|g10p |2 − |g00p |2 + g00p g11−p)
]
, (21)
when the structure factor sˆ0(p) of the 0− level is retained.
For conventional electrons with quadratic dispersion one
only has the last term ∝ {1 − sˆ0(p)}, though it actu-
ally vanishes in accordance with Kohn’s theorem [5]. It
happens to vanish also for this ∆ǫ1,0 of graphene, since
|g10p |2 − |g00p |2 + g00p g11−p = 0 holds, as one can verify us-
ing Eq. (14). Thus, in the SMA, ∆ǫ1,0 consists solely of
self-energy corrections due to the filled valence band and
is actually logarithmically divergent.
IV. ELECTRON-HOLE CONJUGATION
The self-energies ∆ǫn involve a sum over infinitely
many filled levels in the valence band. Their structure is
better clarified if one notes the completeness relation [31]
∞∑
k=−∞
|gnkp |2 = e
1
2
ℓ2p2 = 1/γ2p. (22)
The half-infinite sum in ∆ǫn is thereby rewritten as
γ2p
∑
k≤−1
|gnkp |2 = 12 − 12 Fn(z;µ)− 12 γ2p|g
n0−
p |2,
Fn(z;µ) ≡ γ2p
∞∑
k=1
{|gnkp |2 − |gn,−kp |2}, (23)
where z = 12ℓ
2
p
2. In particular,
Fn(z; 0) n≥1= e−z
∞∑
k=1
√
k
n
n!
k!
zk−nLk−nn−1(z)L
k−n
n (z),
F0−(z;µ) = −µ
∞∑
k=1
1
ek
zk
k!
e−z, (24)
with ek =
√
k + µ2 for k > 0.
The self-energies ∆ǫn are now rewritten as
∆ǫn =
∑
p
vp
[
− 12+ 12Fn(z;µ)−
∑
k
ν[k] γ2p|gnkp |2
]
. (25)
4Here the last term with the “electron-hole” filling factor,
ν[k] = νk θ(k≥1) − (1− νk)θ(k≤−1) + (ν0 − 12 ) δk,0, (26)
where θ(k≥1) = 1 for k ≥ 1 and θ(k≥1) = 0 otherwise, etc.,
stands for contributions from a finite number of filled
electron or hole levels around the n = 0 level. The filled
valence band has led to corrections ∝ − 12 + 12Fn(z;µ), of
which the − 12 term, common to all levels n, is safely elim-
inated by adjusting zero of energy. Fn(z;µ) thus repre-
sent genuine many-body corrections. In view of Eq. (13),
F±n are related in each valley or between the valleys,
F−n(z;µ) = −Fn(z;−µ),
Fn(z;µ)|K
′
= −F−n(z;µ)|K = Fn(z;−µ)|K . (27)
Let us now disclose a key property of ν[k] defined in
Eq. (26): ν[−k] equals −ν[k] with each νk replaced by
(1− ν−k) [and ν0− → 1− ν0− ] in the latter. This means
that ν[k] changes sign upon interchanging the electron
and hole bands according to νk → 1 − ν−k, i.e., via eh
conjugation. Noting Eqs. (13) and (27) then allows one
to relate ∆ǫn =
∑
p
vp [
1
2Fn(z;µ)+ · · ·] to −∆ǫ−n in the
same valley or in another valley. The result is
∆ǫn = −∆ǫ−n|µ→−µνk→1−ν−k = −∆ǫ−n|K
′
νk→1−ν−k , (28)
in obvious notation. To make the situation clearer, let
us imagine valley K filled up to level nf = m, i.e., νk = 1
for k ≤ m; nf specifies the uppermost filled level. Inter-
changing electrons and holes yields a configuration with
levels filled up to nf = −m − 1. Thus, via eh conjuga-
tion, valley K with nf = m turns into valley K
′ with
nf = −m − 1, and vice versa. One can now rewrite
Eq. (28) for the full spectra ǫˆn = ǫn +∆ǫn and denote
ǫˆKn |nf=m = −ǫˆK−n|µ→−µnf=−m−1 = −ǫˆK
′
−n|nf=−m−1. (29)
An analogous operation applied to Coulombic correc-
tions ∆ǫn,j in Eq. (20) reveals that, via eh conjugation,
∆ǫn,j turns into ∆ǫ−j,−n in another valley. Accordingly,
the full CR spectra ǫn←−jexc enjoy the property
ǫn←−jexc |Knf=m= ǫj←−nexc |K;µ→−µnf=−m−1 = ǫj←−nexc |K
′
nf=−m−1. (30)
Note also that, under the same nf , one can pass to an-
other valley by simply reversing µ→ −µ,
ǫˆKn |nf = ǫˆK
′
n |µ→−µnf , ǫn←−jexc |Knf = ǫn←−jexc |K
′;µ→−µ
nf . (31)
From Eq. (30) we learn that CR channels (n ← −j)
and (j ← −n) form “eh-conjugate” channels, inter-
changeable via eh conjugation. In view of the selection
rule, conjugate channels of interest are n← −(n−1) and
n − 1 ← −n for each n = 1, 2, . . ., which we denote as
Tn; T1 = {1←0, 0←−1} (with 0→ 0± at each valley),
T2 = {2← −1, 1← −2}, T3 = {3← −2, 2← −3}, etc.
Experimentally signals from the conjugate channels of a
given set Tn are observable over a certain range of filling
factor ν and are indistinguishable unless polarized light
is used. [In contrast, eh-conjugate intraband channels
n← (n− 1) and −(n− 1)← −n are not simultaneously
observable.]
In equilibrium, the neutral ground state with total fill-
ing ν = 0 has the valley content (nKf , n
K′
f ) = (0,−1),
which, via eh conjugation, turns into (nK
′
f , n
K
f ) =
(−1, 0). Thus the ν = 0 state is eh-selfconjugate. [See,
in this connection, Fig. 4(a) shown later.] In general, via
eh conjugation, a state with total filling ν turns into the
state with filling −ν [32]. The ν = ±νt conjugate states
have essentially the same level spectra (up to sign and
K ↔ K ′)
(ǫˆKn , ǫˆ
K′
n )|ν=νt = (−ǫˆK
′
−n,−ǫˆK−n)|ν=−νt . (32)
They also share the same excitation spectra. For T2, e.g.,
one can write
(ǫ2←−1exc , ǫ
1←−2
exc )|Kν=νt = (ǫ1←−2exc , ǫ2←−1exc )|K
′
ν=−νt , (33)
i.e., the CR spectra of T2 at one valley and total filling
νt are the same as the (conjugated) spectra at another
valley and filling −νt. As a result, the full (K + K ′)
spectra of T2, now consisting of (ǫ
2←−1
exc , ǫ
1←−2
exc )|Kν=νt and
(ǫ1←−2exc , ǫ
2←−1
exc )|Kν=−νt , are identical at filling ±νt. This
leads to a somewhat nontrivial consequence: The full
excitation spectra of each Tn, when observed under fixed
field B over a certain range of ν, take a profile symmetric
in ν. Actually, ν = 0 turns out to be a maximum, as we
will see later (in Fig. 2).
V. RENORMALIZATION
For graphene, self-energies ∆ǫn are afflicted with ul-
traviolet divergences. In this section we study how to
extract physically observable information out of them
via renormalization. Actually, for n ≥ 1, Fn(z; 0) ≈√
n/2/(ℓ|p|) as p→∞, which shows that the divergence
in ∆ǫ±n is of the form ∝ ±
√
n log(ℓΛ), with momentum
cutoff Λ. Accordingly, for M → 0, the divergences in all
∆ǫn are removed via renormalization of velocity,
v = Zv v
ren = vren + δv, (34)
with the counterterm δv = (Zv − 1) vren.
Nonzero band gap M = ωc µ 6= 0 requires further
renormalization [10]. It is not a priori clear how to renor-
malize M for B 6= 0. A key step is to note that the mag-
netic field B acts as a long-wavelength cutoff∼ ℓ, without
affecting the short-distance structure of the theory. One
can therefore determine the necessary counterterms from
the B = 0 theory, which yields
δv ∼ −(α/8ǫb) log Λ2, δM = 2 (M ren/vren) δv (35)
(or equivalently, δµ = µrenδv/vren), with M = M ren +
δM ; we denote (finite) renormalized quantities as ωrenc ≡√
2 vren/ℓ, M ren = ωrenc µ
ren and ǫrenn = ω
ren
c en(µ
ren).
5Rewriting the (bare) zeroth energy as ǫn = ωc en =
ǫrenn +δctǫn allows one to isolate the counterterm to O(α),
δctǫn = ω
ren
c λn(µ
ren) δv/vren,
λn(µ) ≡ en + µ2/en = sn(|n|+ 2µ2)/
√
|n|+ µ2.(36)
Note that λn(µ) = sn
√
|n| + O(µ2) for n 6= 0 while
λ0−(µ) = −2µ. This implies that ∆ǫn are governed by
a single divergence δv, which, for n 6= 0, arises in all
even powers of µ. In contrast, ∆ǫ0 only has a divergence
of O(µ). Direct calculation of
∑
p
vp Fn(z;µ), indeed,
verifies such a nonlinear feature (in M ∼ µ) of renormal-
ization; see Appendix A.
Let us denote the Coulomb-corrected level spectra as
ǫˆn = ǫn +∆ǫn = ǫ
ren
n + (∆ǫn)
ren. (37)
The renormalized self-energies (∆ǫn)
ren ≡ ∆ǫn + δctǫn
are now free of divergence. One has to define the renor-
malized velocity vren by referring to some observable
quantity. Let us refer to 1 ← 0− resonance with zero
band gap µ = 0 and let ǫ1←0exc |µ=0 = ωrenc ≡
√
2 vren/ℓ
at each value of B; other choices are equally possible,
as we remark later. We thus choose (∆ǫ1,0)ren|µ=0 ≡
(∆ǫ1,0+δctǫ1)|µ=0 = 0, i.e., δv = −(ℓ/
√
2)∆ǫ1,0|µ=0 with
∆ǫ1,0|µ=0 = 12
∑
p
vp
{F1(z; 0)−e−z (1−z/2)}. One can
then renormalize Fn(z;µ) as
F renn (z;µ) = Fn(z;µ)− δctFn(z;µ), (38)
by isolating the portion that leads to a divergence,
δctFn(z;µ) = λn(µ) {F1(z; 0)− e−z (1 − z/2)}, (39)
where F1(z; 0) = e−z
∑∞
k=1(k − z)zk−1
√
k/k!. The self-
energies (∆ǫn)
ren are thereby cast in a compact form
(∆ǫn)
ren = Ωn(µ)−
∑
k
ν[k]
∑
p
vpγ
2
p|gnkp |2, (40)
Ωn(µ) =
1
2
∑
p
vp F renn (z;µ). (41)
In this renormalized form, F renn (z;µ) are sizable only for
ℓ|p| ∼ O(1) and vanish rapidly as z = 12ℓ2p2 → ∞, and
one can calculate Ωn(µ) numerically as well as analyti-
cally without handling divergences; see Appendix A for
details. Ωn(µ) enjoy the eh-conjugation property
Ω−n(µ) = −Ωn(−µ), Ωn(µ)|K
′
= Ωn(−µ)|K . (42)
Similarly, the Coulomb-corrected CR energies are
rewritten as ǫn←jexc = ǫ
ren
n − ǫrenj + (∆ǫn,j)ren, with
(∆ǫn,j)ren =Wn,j +
∑
k
ν[k]
∑
p
vpγ
2
p {|gnkp |2−|gjkp |2},
Wn,j = Ωn − Ωj − (νj− νn)
∑
p
vpγ
2
p g
nn
−pg
jj
p , (43)
where Ωn = Ωn(µ) for short. The renormalized correc-
tions (∆ǫn)
ren and (∆ǫn,j)ren are now divided into real-
process contributions (∝ ν[k]) and many-body correc-
tions Ωn(µ) and Wn,j .
TABLE I. Coulombic corrections Ωn(µ) ≡ Ωn and level shifts
(∆ǫn)
ren|nf (for n = 0,±1) at valley K. Setting µ → −µ
yields Ωn and(∆ǫn)
ren|nf at valley K′.
Ω0− ≈ V˜c (0.1688 µ)
Ω1 ≈ V˜c (0.375 + 0.0887 µ) Ω4 ≈ V˜c (0.3899 + 0.0288 µ)
Ω2 ≈ V˜c (0.4074 + 0.0520 µ) Ω5 ≈ V˜c (0.3673 + 0.0236 µ)
Ω3 ≈ V˜c (0.4054 + 0.0370 µ) Ω6 ≈ V˜c (0.3406 + 0.0200 µ)
(∆ǫn)
ren|nf = V˜c an|nf n ∈ (−1, 0−, 1)
nf -1 0− 1
a1
1
2
− 0.0363 µ 1
4
+ 0.2137 µ − 7
16
+ 0.0887 µ
a0−
1
2
+ 0.1688 µ − 1
2
+ 0.1688 µ − 3
4
+ 0.4188 µ
a−1 − 14 + 0.2137 µ − 12 − 0.0363 µ − 1116 − 0.0363 µ
(a)
[V˜c]
µ=0
n∆ )
ren( |nf/ |n|
∆ )ren( |nf0−
nf
10-1-2
0.5
-0.5
(b)
1
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Coulombic level shifts (∆ǫ0−)
ren|nf
and (∆ǫn)
ren|nf /
√
|n| [in units of V˜c] for µ = 0 and n ∈ [−3, 3]
over the range nf ∈ [−2, 1]. Lines are a guide for the eyes.
(b) An illustration of level spectra {ǫˆn} for ν = 0 and ν = 2,
with V˜c/ωc ∼ 0.5 and µ ∼ 0.05 chosen tentatively.
Table I shows a list of Ωn(µ) of our interest and
(∆ǫn)
ren|nf for n = (−1, 0−, 1), in units of
V˜c =
α
ǫb ℓ
√
π
2
≈ 70.3
ǫb
√
B(T) meV; (44)
we suppose µ≪ 1 and only retain terms to O(µ) below.
In Fig. 1(a), we depict level shifts (∆ǫn6=0)ren|nf /
√
|n|,
normalized relative to ǫrenn6=0/
√
|n| = sn ωrenc , for µ = 0
and for a wider range n ∈ [−3, 3] and nf ∈ [−2, 1]. These
shifts (∆ǫn)
ren are generally sizable and, in particular,
(∆ǫ0)
ren and (∆ǫ±1)ren critically change in magnitude as
the relevant (0,±1) level is filled or emptied.
Figure 1(b) illustrates a typical pattern of level spectra
{ǫˆn} at the two valleys for the ν = 0 neutral state and
the ν = 2 state (with spin splitting suppressed). [Note
here that total filling ν = 0 refers to the valley content
(nKf , n
K′
f ) = (0,−1), ν = −2 to (−1,−1), ν = 2 to (0, 0),
ν = 6 to (1, 1), etc.] For µ 6= 0, Coulomb interactions lift
the valley degeneracy of n 6= 0 levels. Valley asymmetry
is minimum for ν = 4m+2 = ±2,±6, . . ., i.e., when large
6TABLE II. (a) Coulombic correctionsWn,j and (b) resonance
shifts for T2 (at valley K) in units of V˜c; N
2,−1 = N1,−2 =√
2 + 1. Setting µ→ −µ yields those at valley K′.
Wn,j/Nn,j = V˜c wn,j
w2,1 ≈ −1.1666 − 0.0866 µ w3,2 ≈ −1.4380 − 0.0564 µ
w1,0− ≈ −3/8− 0.3302 µ w4,−3 ≈ 0.1016 − 0.0203 µ
w2,−1 ≈ 0.1105 − 0.0796 µ w5,−4 ≈ 0.0872 − 0.0137 µ
w3,−2 ≈ 0.1137 − 0.0347 µ w6,−5 ≈ 0.0729 − 0.0100 µ
nf (∆ǫ
2,−1)ren|nf /N2,−1 [V˜c] (∆ǫ1,−2)ren|nf /N1,−2
-2 0.06742 + 0.0114 µ
-1 0.09756 - 0.159 µ 0.1234 + 0.00034 µ
0 0.1234 - 0.00034 µ 0.09756 + 0.159 µ
1 0.06742 - 0.0114 µ
Landau gaps are present, with ǫˆn6=0 split only slightly
∼ O(V˜c µ) in the valley; see Eq. (31). At ν = 0, in
contrast, valley asymmetry is most prominent, especially
for the n = 0 levels, (∆ǫ0+)
ren − (∆ǫ0−)ren ∼ V˜c. This
implies that even a tiny valley asymmetry can trigger a
sizable Coulombic gap for the ν = 0 neutral state.
To survey CR or {Tn}, it is useful to handle ex-
citation energies normalized as ǫn←jexc /N
n,j = ωrenc +
(∆ǫn,j)ren/Nn,j with Nn,j = sn
√
|n|−sj
√
|j| = N−j,−n;
N1,0 = 1, N2,−1 =
√
2 + 1, etc. Table II shows a list of
many-body corrections Wn,−j/Nn,−j. It is clear that
Coulombic attraction dominates for intraband transi-
tions while self-energy terms Ωn−Ω−j dominate for inter-
band transitions. Table II also summarizes the Coulom-
bic corrections for T2; similar tables for T3 through T6
are relegated to Appendix A. In Fig. 2, we depict all
such corrections for µ = 0 and nf ∈ [−3, 2]. Clearly, for
each Tn, peak values of (∆ǫ
n,j)ren/Nn,j are associated
with either nKf = 0 or n
K′
f = −1, i.e., with the ν = 0
state.
As seen from the scales of Figs. 1 and 2, Coulombic con-
tributions to CR are considerably smaller than level shifts
(∆ǫn)
ren; (∆ǫn,−j)ren/Nn,−j are about 10 % of V˜c or less
in magnitude for T2 ∼ T6 over the range ν ∈ [−2, 2] (or
nf ∈ [−1, 0]). As for T1, while (∆ǫ0∓)ren change abruptly
as one goes from ν = −2 to ν = 2, CR shifts (∆ǫ1,0)ren
and (∆ǫ0,−1)ren remain far small,
(∆ǫ1,0−)ren = (∆ǫ0−,−1)ren|µ→−µ = (∆ǫ0+,−1)ren,
≈ V˜c {−0.2052µ+ 0.297µ2 + · · ·}; (45)
see Appendix A for details.
VI. CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
Before proceeding further let us take a quick look at
some recent experimental data of Ref. [24]. There the
observed CR energies are parametrized in the one-body
nf
/Nn,j(∆ n,j)ren T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
V˜c[ ] 2← 1−
1← 2−
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.12
↔ (nKf , nKf )=ν=0  (0,-1)
FIG. 2. (Color online) Coulombic shifts (∆ǫn,j)ren of CR for
µ = 0. Points guided by solid lines refer to the n← −(n− 1)
channel and those by dashed ones to the conjugate channel
n− 1← −n of each Tn.
FIG. 3. (Color online) veff vs ν. A portion of experimental
results reproduced from Ref. [24].
form ǫn←jexc |exp ≡ (
√
2 veff/ℓ)Nn,j, and the effective Fermi
velocity veff is determined for six major transitions T1
through T6. Figure 3 reproduces a portion of the data,
in which veff |exp at B = 8T is plotted as a function of
filling factor ν for T1 ∼ T4. veff |exp refers to the whole ac-
tive channels of each Tn and varies by 2% ∼ 5% over the
range |ν| <∼ 10. At a glance, for all T1 ∼ T6, variations
of veff with ν are nearly symmetric about ν = 0 with a
maximum at ν = 0. This provides, as noted regarding
Eq. (33), direct evidence that eh conjugation is well re-
alized in graphene. For T3 ∼ T6, veff shows a generally
similar ν dependence. In contrast, for T1, a splitting of
veff is seen around ν ∼ ±2, and, for T2, veff shows minima
around ν ∼ ±4. With such data in mind, let us continue
our analysis.
T1 is rather special from the viewpoint of the SMA: As
noted in Eq. (21) or in Eq. (45), Coulombic corrections
∆ǫ1,0 and ∆ǫ0,−1 are independent of ν0± (i.e., filling of
n = 0± levels) and are entirely due to many-body effects.
In general, CR, being spin preserving, is unaffected by
spin splitting (which actually is rather small for B <
10T). It appears difficult to interpret the observed T1
data by Coulombic contributions alone. This naturally
leads us to a possible band gap M .
Figure 4(a) is an illustration of the level spectra and
associated T1 spectra for ν = (−2, 0, 2). [Note here eh
conjugation: The ν = 0 level spectra remain the same
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FIG. 4. (Color online) T1 (a) Active resonance channels of
T1 vary with total filling ν ∈ (−2, 0, 2), with V˜c/ωc ∼ 0.5 and
µ ∼ 0.1 chosen tentatively; spin splitting is suppressed. (b)
Composition of active resonances for ν = 0 ∼ 4. Split spectra
arise for ν 6= (0, 4). (c) An apparent reduction of splitting via
broadening. In the superposition of two Lorentzians f±(x) =
1/{w2+(x∓d)2} with (d,w) = (1, 1.4), splitting (2d) of peaks
is apparently reduced by ∼30%. The dashed line stands for a
derivative of the total profile. (d) Simulated resonance profiles
for the ν = (1, 2, 3) configurations in (b), with basic profiles
f±(x) used. The peak position x = 1 is apparently shifted to
x ≈ (0.92, 0.69, 0.88) for ν = (1, 2, 3), respectively.
under level inversion n→ −n about n = 0 and K ↔ K ′,
while the ν = −2 level spectra thereby turn into the ν = 2
level spectra.] The range ν ∈ [−2, 2] concerns filling of
n = 0± levels and, over this range, T1 consists of 1 ← 0
and 0← −1 transitions, with resonance energy
ǫ1←0−exc = ǫ
0+←−1
exc = ωc{1 + (1− ξ)µ+ · · ·},
ǫ0−←−1exc = ǫ
1←0+
exc = ωc{1− (1− ξ)µ+ · · ·}, (46)
ξ ≈ 0.205 V˜c/ωc, (47)
where the O(ξµ) terms come from (∆ǫ1,0−)ren in Eq. (45).
Here and from now on, (ωc, µ,M, · · ·) refer to renormal-
ized quantities.
Figure 4(b) illustrates how active resonance channels
change in content as ν is increased from 0 to 4 under
fixed B. At ν = 0 the four (valley, spin) channels have
the same resonance energy ωc+(1−ξ)M . At ν = 1 one of
the spin-split 0+ levels gets filled and a 1 ← 0+ channel
becomes active in place of 0+ ← −1. At ν = 2 the
resonance energies are split in the valley by 2(1 − ξ)M .
At the same time, the n = 1 levels are slightly split in
the valley, with valley K ′ lower in energy by ∼ 0.43 V˜c µ;
see (∆ǫ1)
ren|nf=0 in Table I. Accordingly, it is valley K ′
that is first filled as one goes to ν = 3. At ν = 4 only the
1← 0− channels remain active.
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
veff
[106m/s]
1.10
1.12
1.14
1.16
µ=0
exp
µ=0.045
FIG. 5. (Color online) Experimental peak values (blue points)
of veff at ν = 0 and B = 8T, plotted for T1 ∼ T6. Also
plotted are theoretical values of veff for Tn, with the choice
vren = 1.1 × 106m/s and V˜c/ωc = 0.5; orange points refer
to the choice µ = M/ωc = 0.045 and red points to zero gap
µ = 0. Points are slightly displaced horizontally to distinguish
conjugate channels.
In practice, such resonances are broadened under disor-
der and their profiles overlap each other. With increasing
disorder, a splitting of competing resonances will become
less prominent and, when splitting and broadening are
comparable, resonance peaks will start to shift in posi-
tion to eventually merge into a single broad profile; one
would thereby observe an apparent reduction in splitting
and in resonance energy, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c).
The resonance spectra in Fig. 4(b) change in both num-
ber and energy with ν. To simulate the effect of disorder,
let us consider, at each ν, an average of competing reso-
nances, with a certain spread added, and determine the
peak positions of the spectra. Figure 4(d) shows such
simulated resonance profiles for the ν = (1, 2, 3) config-
urations in Fig. 4(b), in which an apparent reduction in
peak energy and in splitting is seen. A peak of veff at
ν = 0, its splitting at ν ∼ ±2 and a subsequent partial
rise of veff for |ν| >∼ 2 in the T1 data are qualitatively
consistent with this picture of theory. Note, in this con-
nection, a crucial effect of small band gapM : If, at ν = 2,
the n = 1 level were split in the valley so that valley K
is lower, one would observe a further decrease of veff in
going from ν = 2 to ν = 4.
VII. INTERBAND RESONANCE T2 ∼ T6
Figure 5 shows (by blue points) a plot of veff at ν = 0
and B = 8T extracted from the T1 ∼ T6 data of Ref. [24].
These peak values of veff |exp rise as one goes from T1 to T3
and then decrease for higher Tn. Also included is a plot
of veff |theory ∝ ǫm←jexc /Nm,j at ν = 0 for each Tn, with the
n ← −(n − 1) and n − 1 ← −n channels distinguished,
and with the velocity chosen to be
vren = 1.1× 106m/s. (48)
Theoretical values veff |theory depend sensitively on the
magnitude of V˜c and band gap M , and show a charac-
8teristic monotonous decrease in going from T3 to T6, as
seen from Fig. 2. Adjusting the gradient gives
V˜c/ωc ≈ 0.5 ∼ 0.6. (49)
T1 critically depends on band gap M . Adjusting its po-
sition yields
µ ≈ 0.04 ∼ 0.05. (50)
In Fig. 5 orange points refer to the plot of veff |theory with
the choice V˜c/ωc = 0.5 and µ = 0.045, which gives a
practically good fit to the experimental data; for com-
parison, red points refer to the case of zero band gap
µ = 0. The choice of vren in Eq. (48) is also a practi-
cally unique choice since a slight change of it shifts the
theoretical plot vertically and almost uniformly.
It will be worthwhile to remark here that relative vari-
ations of veff among T1 ∼ T6 have definite meaning in-
dependent of the choice of renormalization prescriptions.
Actually, upon adopting a new prescription, renormal-
ized spectra ǫrenn and self-energies Ωn(µ) change but the
the sums ǫrenn + Ωn(µ) remain invariant, as explained in
Appendix B. Thus the best-fit values of (vren, µren, · · ·)
here are simply translated to another equivalent set in
the new prescription, with no change in physics.
The above choice of (vren, V˜c/ωc, µ) in turn leads to a
band gap
2M = 2ωc µ ∼ 10meV (51)
and V˜c ∼ 60meV or ǫb ∼ 3 at B = 8T. A band gap
of ∼ 10meV amounts to an ∼ 8% splitting of veff at
ν ∼ ±2 for T1, which appears considerably larger than
the observed ∼ 3% splitting of veff in Fig. 3. This will
nevertheless be a reasonable estimate in view of an ap-
parent reduction of a splitting in the presence of disorder,
illustrated in Fig. 4(d).
Actually, some earlier experiments reported observa-
tions of larger band gaps of ∼30 meV in graphene/hBN
devices [21–23] and the possibility of much smaller gaps
in encapsulated devices [23], as also discussed theoreti-
cally [33–35]. The gap of ∼10 meV in an encapsulated
device here is in accord with the latter.
Let us next examine T2 in more detail. It is enlight-
ening to first look at a short summary of corrections
{(∆ǫ2,−1)ren/N2,−1, (∆ǫ1,−2)ren/N1,−2}nf [in units of V˜c]
at each valley (per spin) for ν ∈ (0, 2, 4, 6):
0 : {0.123−, 0.097+}Knf=0, {0.097+, 0.123−}K
′
nf=−1,
2 : {0.123−, 0.097+}Knf=0, {0.123+, 0.097−}K
′
nf=0,
4 : {0.123−, 0.097+}Knf=0, {0.067+, − }K
′
nf=1,
6 : {0.067−, − }Knf=1, {0.067+, − }K
′
nf=1, (52)
where ± refers to the sign of O(µ) corrections, e.g.,
0.097± ≡ 0.97 ± 0.16µ ≈ 0.105/0.09 (with µ ∼ 0.05);
0.123± ≈ 0.123 and 0.067± ≈ 0.068/0.067. At ν = 0, the
excitation spectra, though split to ∼ 2% of V˜c, are the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Coulombic corrections ∆ǫn,−jexc /N
n,−j
averaged over active channels of each Tn for |ν| ≤ 6; the
scale is also translated to averaged velocity 〈veff〉 using vren =
1.1×106m/s and V˜c/ωc = 0.5. Points guided by real lines refer
to the case µ = 0.05 and those by dotted lines to zero band
gap µ = 0.
same at both valleys while at ν = 2 they are further split
in the valley to O(µV˜c); such weak splitting, unlike in T1,
may well be invisible under disorder. In this way, veff
will have a maximum at ν = 0 and barely change over
the range −2 ≤ ν ≤ 2. This feature of veff is common to
other Tn as well, and is consistent with the experimental
data on T2 ∼ T6.
As one goes from ν = 2 to ν = 4, the n = 1 levels
at valley K ′ are gradually filled, with the (1 ← −2)K′
channel closed and (∆ǫ2,−1)ren|K′ reduced in magnitude.
One will therefore observe a decrease of veff in going to
ν = 4 and, according to Eq. (52), even further to ν = 6.
The present theory is thus consistent with the observed
variation of veff over the range −4 ≤ ν ≤ 4 in the T2
data. The unexpected rise of veff from ν = ±4 to ν = ±6
in the T2 data, however, remains unexplained [36].
As in the observed T2 ∼ T6 data, when competing res-
onances merge into a single broad peak in the presence
of disorder, its peak position will lie around the aver-
age of the resonance spectra. To simulate such ν varia-
tions of veff we show in Fig. 6 the Coulombic corrections
∆ǫn,−jexc /N
n,−j averaged over (eight or less) active chan-
nels of each Tn for −6 ≤ ν ≤ 6; the scale is also translated
to averaged velocity 〈veff〉, using vren = 1.1 × 106m/s,
V˜c/ωc = 0.5 and µ = 0.05. This figure compares well
with the observed data in Fig. 3, and favorably explains
why veff attains the largest peak value for T3 rather than
T2 at ν = 0 while, as emphasized in Ref. [24], the peak
value shifts to T2 at ν = ±4. Quantitatively, however, the
decrease of 〈veff〉 over the range 2 ≤ |ν| ≤ 6 for T3 ∼ T6 is
twice or more slower than the observed 2% - 4% decrease
of veff . Presumably this discrepancy is attributed to the
presence of screening in vp. For graphene the effect of
screening grows with increasing |ν| more rapidly [30, 37]
than for GaAs heterostructures. The Coulomb potential
vp will thus get weaker with increasing |ν|, making the
decrease of veff steeper for |ν| > 2 in Fig. 6.
9VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have studied Coulombic corrections to
Landau-level spectra and CR in graphene, with a band
gap taken into account. Theory based on the SMA turns
out to well explain, at least qualitatively, the recent ex-
perimental data of Ref. [24], which measured, in partic-
ular, how the effective velocity veff varies as a function
of filling factor ν under fixed field B for six sets T1 ∼ T6
of leading interband CR. Many-body corrections to level
spectra, though not directly detectable, are generally siz-
able while those to observable CR signals turn out to be
much smaller, about 10% of V˜c or less in magnitude.
The presence of Coulombic effects is clearly seen from
relative variations of the peak values of veff (at ν = 0)
among T3 through T6. The presence of a small band
gap is inferred from a unique variation of veff in the T1
data, in which the 1← 0 and 0← −1 resonance channels
compete. The data suggest a band gap of 2M ∼ 10 meV
at B = 8T.
Particular attention has been paid to eh conjugation
symmetry, that relates the level and CR spectra at the
two valleys. Each set Tn consists of an eh-conjugate pair
[n← −(n− 1) and n− 1← −n ] of CR channels, which
differ slightly by Coulombic corrections. The observable
signal veff , under eh conjugation, has a profile symmetric
in ν with a maximum at ν = 0 for each Tn, which is
indeed seen as a notable feature in the observed data.
Interband CR, specific to graphene and observable over
a certain continuous range of filling factor ν, is a useful
window to explore many-body effects. It is highly de-
sired that experiment in this direction be extended to
few-layer graphene and related Dirac-electron systems,
where interesting many-body and topological quantum
phenomena come into play.
Appendix A: Coulombic corrections
In this Appendix we outline calculations of the
Coulombic corrections (∆ǫn)
ren and (∆ǫn,j)ren in
Eqs. (40) and (43). For Fn(z;µ) it is useful to rewrite
|gnkp |2 − |gn,−kp |2 ≡ Γ/(enek), with
Γ =
µ
2
(en − µ){|fN−1,K−1p |2 − |fN,Kp |2}
+µ2 |fN−1,K−1p |2 +
√
NKXNKp , (A1)
where N ≡ |n|, K ≡ |k| and XNKp = Re[fN−1,K−1p fK,N−p ].
The finite O(µ) term in Fn(z;µ) is uniquely determined
from the first term while the remaining terms contain the
ultraviolet divergence proportional to (e2n + µ
2)/en.
An efficient way to calculate 2Ωn(µ) =∑
p
vp F renn (z;µ) numerically is to first evaluate
F renn (z;µ) by summing sufficiently many terms in it so
that subsequent integration over p is dominated by the
small-momentum domain ℓ|p| <∼ 1. An alternative way,
suited for analytic treatment, is to integrate over p first,
TABLE III. Coulombic CR shifts (∆ǫn,−(n−1))ren|nf (at val-
ley K) in units of V˜c for T3 ∼ T6. Setting µ → −µ yields
those at valley K′, while reversing (∆ǫn←−(n−1))ren|nf in nf
about nf = −1/2 yields (∆ǫn−1←−n)ren|K′−nf−1.
nf (∆ǫ
3,−2)ren/N3,−2 (∆ǫ4,−3)ren/N4,−3
-2 0.04606 - 0.0627 µ 0.06643 - 0.0389 µ
-1 0.1087 - 0.0701 µ 0.09898 - 0.0416 µ
0 0.1187 + 0.000731 µ 0.1042 + 0.000933 µ
1 0.09076 - 0.00173 µ 0.08684 - 0.000144 µ
2 0.03489 - 0.00572 µ 0.05562 - 0.00162 µ
nf ∆ǫ
5,−4/N5,−4 ∆ǫ6,−5/N6,−5
-2 0.06485 - 0.0270µ 0.05722 - 0.0200 µ
-1 0.08555 - 0.0282 µ 0.07185 - 0.0208 µ
0 0.08878 + 0.000886 µ 0.07404 + 0.000790 µ
1 0.07661 + 0.000295 µ 0.06489 + 0.000423 µ
2 0.05587 - 0.000462 µ 0.04979 - 0.0000281 µ
∑
p
vpf = V˜c
∫∞
0 (dz/
√
zπ) f . This yields, e.g.,
∑
p
vp F1(z;µ) = V˜c
[
1 + 2µ2
e1
D + µ
4
(1− µ
e1
) Ξ
]
,(A2)
(D,Ξ) = 1
2
√
π
∞∑
k=1
(k, 1)
ek
1
k!
Γ(k − 1/2). (A3)
One can write
D = D0 − µ2Ξ0/2 +O(µ4),
Ξ = Ξ0 +O(µ
2), Ξ0 ≈ 0.7092, (A4)
where (D0,Ξ0) ≡ (D,Ξ)|µ→0 (i.e., ek →
√
k). Only D0
has a logarithmic divergence ∝ ln kcutoff . Isolating the
counterterm
∑
p vpδctFn(z;µ) = λn(µ) V˜c(D0−3/4), one
can calculate Ωn(µ) =
1
2
∑
p
vp F renn (z;µ), e.g.,
Ω1(µ) = V˜c
[
3
8 +
1
8 Ξ0 µ+(
9
16 − 38Ξ0)µ2 +O(µ3)
]
. (A5)
We have checked by direct calculations that both ways of
calculation lead to the same result for all Ωn6=0(µ) listed
in Table I.
Some care, on the other hand, is needed for Ω0−(µ),
which is written as Ω0−(µ) = µV˜c{−3/4 + Ξreg/2} with
Ξreg =
1√
π
∫ ∞
0
dz e−z√
z
∞∑
k=1
2k(k − z)zk−1 − zk√
k k!
,
≈ 1.8377. (A6)
This number is obtained by first summing over k and then
integrating over z, which is a physically sensible step of
calculation. In contrast, if the step is reversed, one ob-
tains Ξ0 ≈ 0.7092. The difference presumably comes
from a surface term. Actually one can eliminate this
10
Ω0−(µ) ∼ O(µV˜c) by an O(V˜c) redefinition of µren, with-
out affecting O(V˜c) corrections in all other Ωn(µ).
Finally we record (∆ǫ1,0−)ren,
(∆ǫ1,0−)ren|K = V˜c
{
(58 +
1
8 Ξ0 − 12 Ξreg)µ+ · · ·
}
,
≈ V˜c {−0.2052µ+ 0.297µ2 + · · ·},(A7)
which is quoted in Eq. (45). Table III records some prin-
cipal portion of Coulombic contributions for T3 ∼ T6.
Appendix B: Renormalization prescriptions
In this appendix we examine how observable quanti-
ties depend on renormalization prescriptions adopted.
So far we have used vren defined by referring to the
1 ← 0− resonance channel, with the counterterm δv =
−(ℓ/√2)∆ǫ1,0|µ=0. Suppose now that we refer to some
other channel or other prescription by setting δvnew =
δv− (ℓ/√2)∆C, where the finite difference ∆C ∝ O(V˜c)
comes from the soft momentum domain ℓ|p| <∼ 1. One
then passes, noting Eqs. (35) and (36), to the new renor-
malized quantities to O(V˜c),
vren;new = vren + (ℓ/
√
2)∆C,
µren;new = (1 +∆C/ωrenc )µ
ren,
M ren;new = (1 + 2∆C/ωrenc )M
ren. (B1)
At the same time, spectra ǫrenn and many-body cor-
rections Ωn(µ) =
1
2
∑
p
vp F renn (z;µ) get shifted, e.g.,
Ωnewn (µ) = Ωn(µ)− λn(µ)∆C, but the sum
ǫren;newn +Ω
new
n (µ) = ǫ
ren
n +Ωn(µ) (B2)
remains invariant to O(V˜c) under renormalization. In
this way, one can transform the whole set of renormalized
quantities and quantum corrections to another equivalent
set in the new prescription.
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